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For Professor Tantam, clients seekingFor Professor Tantam, clients seeking

psychotherapy are demoralised and inpsychotherapy are demoralised and in

existential crisis, vulnerable but with anexistential crisis, vulnerable but with an

opportunity to achieve a healthier adjust-opportunity to achieve a healthier adjust-

ment. The therapist should facilitate herment. The therapist should facilitate her

client’s self-healing by involving him inclient’s self-healing by involving him in

collaborative conversations relevant to hiscollaborative conversations relevant to his

values, his preoccupying concerns and hisvalues, his preoccupying concerns and his

life’s narrative. As factors promoting re-life’s narrative. As factors promoting re-

moralisation are common to therapies of amoralisation are common to therapies of a

widely differing theoretical basis, Tantamwidely differing theoretical basis, Tantam

argues that our modality-specific theoreti-argues that our modality-specific theoreti-

cal explanations of a technique’s efficacycal explanations of a technique’s efficacy

may well be spurious. Hence, practicalmay well be spurious. Hence, practical

considerations of what works should out-considerations of what works should out-

weigh theory; therapists should select fromweigh theory; therapists should select from

an armamentarium of evidence-based tech-an armamentarium of evidence-based tech-

niques those most relevant, changing theniques those most relevant, changing the

selection as a client’s needs alter.selection as a client’s needs alter.

The model combines Tantam’s learningThe model combines Tantam’s learning

from a crisis in his personal and intellectualfrom a crisis in his personal and intellectual

life with his clinical and academic know-life with his clinical and academic know-

ledge of the psychotherapies (particularlyledge of the psychotherapies (particularly

existentialism) and his extensive reading inexistentialism) and his extensive reading in

the arts and sciences. Tantam’s audience isthe arts and sciences. Tantam’s audience is

the trainee psychiatrist or psychologistthe trainee psychiatrist or psychologist

providing brief psychotherapy alongsideproviding brief psychotherapy alongside

other mental health work. He feels thatother mental health work. He feels that

qualified long-term therapists should alsoqualified long-term therapists should also

benefit.benefit.

Tantam helpfully categorises clinicalTantam helpfully categorises clinical

aims and deals with each in turn: symptomaims and deals with each in turn: symptom

relief; resolving predicaments; dealing withrelief; resolving predicaments; dealing with

addictions (eating disorders, deliberate self-addictions (eating disorders, deliberate self-

harm, sexual perversions); and helping toharm, sexual perversions); and helping to

develop a coherent narrative (to integratedevelop a coherent narrative (to integrate

previously excluded elements of the historypreviously excluded elements of the history

and the self and to increase the client’sand the self and to increase the client’s

capacity for intimacy).capacity for intimacy).

Many informative ‘clinical’ examplesMany informative ‘clinical’ examples

from practice, life and literature illustratefrom practice, life and literature illustrate

the model. The chapters describing thethe model. The chapters describing the

contract and addressing crises in therapycontract and addressing crises in therapy

are especially clear. Tantam has much ofare especially clear. Tantam has much of

interest to say about how social emotionsinterest to say about how social emotions

of shame and disgust threaten the indi-of shame and disgust threaten the indi-

vidual with social extinction and provokevidual with social extinction and provoke

incoherence of the self (including inincoherence of the self (including in

therapy with an insensitive therapist).therapy with an insensitive therapist).

Addictions are seen as managing shame-Addictions are seen as managing shame-

proneness.proneness.

Far from simply describing what works,Far from simply describing what works,

Tantam theorises throughout about eachTantam theorises throughout about each

component of his model. He acknowledgescomponent of his model. He acknowledges

the contribution of psychoanalysis but isthe contribution of psychoanalysis but is

often in argument with a caricature ofoften in argument with a caricature of

psychoanalytic practice. The discussionspsychoanalytic practice. The discussions

are fascinating but cut across the book’sare fascinating but cut across the book’s

proclaimed function as a practical guide.proclaimed function as a practical guide.

Combined with a poor index, I found thatCombined with a poor index, I found that

this made it hard to retrieve particularthis made it hard to retrieve particular

pieces of practical advice and to rememberpieces of practical advice and to remember

the development of a theoretical argument.the development of a theoretical argument.

I think this is, and should have been twoI think this is, and should have been two

books, both of them valuable: one abooks, both of them valuable: one a

practical guide for trainees and the other apractical guide for trainees and the other a

sophisticated theoretical discussion.sophisticated theoretical discussion.
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This book deals with some of the mostThis book deals with some of the most

difficult and important issues facing usdifficult and important issues facing us

today. How should we work and livetoday. How should we work and live

together in a multicultural society? Thetogether in a multicultural society? The

malevolent influence that racism, individ-malevolent influence that racism, individ-

ual or institutional, has on all our livesual or institutional, has on all our lives

means that science and medicine can nomeans that science and medicine can no

longer be seen as neutral or disinterested.longer be seen as neutral or disinterested.

Science adopts a position of neutrality onScience adopts a position of neutrality on

matters that are fundamentally ethical, suchmatters that are fundamentally ethical, such

as the nature of the relationships betweenas the nature of the relationships between

different groups in society, men anddifferent groups in society, men and

women, young and old, Black and White.women, young and old, Black and White.

Bhui argues that we may grasp the difficultBhui argues that we may grasp the difficult

and painful nature of these relationships ifand painful nature of these relationships if

we engage with our subjective responses towe engage with our subjective responses to

them, rather than denying them in thethem, rather than denying them in the

interests of ‘objectivity’. This is an areainterests of ‘objectivity’. This is an area

where values and ethics are of primewhere values and ethics are of prime

importance. His analysis of the role ofimportance. His analysis of the role of

racism in society is powerful and compel-racism in society is powerful and compel-

ling. He shows how the tribal and defensiveling. He shows how the tribal and defensive

responses to the Macpherson report origi-responses to the Macpherson report origi-

nate in crude distinctions between ‘us’ andnate in crude distinctions between ‘us’ and

‘them’. He points out that the confusion‘them’. He points out that the confusion

underlying definitions of race and ethnicityunderlying definitions of race and ethnicity

often hides the political forces that underlieoften hides the political forces that underlie

these terms. He refuses to privilege eitherthese terms. He refuses to privilege either

the ‘inner’ or ‘outer’ view of racism. Hethe ‘inner’ or ‘outer’ view of racism. He

also develops a powerful and compassio-also develops a powerful and compassio-

nate argument about the value of differentnate argument about the value of different
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